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[1] The only species that have been so far detected in the lunar exosphere are Na, K, Ar,
and He. However, models for the production and loss of species derived from the lunar
regolith through micrometeoroid impact vaporization, sputtering, and photon-stimulated
desorption, predict that a host of other species should exist in the lunar exosphere.
Assuming that loss processes are limited to ballistic escape, photoionization, and recycling
to the surface, we have computed column abundances and compared them to published
upper limits for the Moon. Only for Ca do modeled abundances clearly exceed the
available measurements. This result suggests the relevance of some loss processes that
were not included in the model, such as the possibility of gas-to-solid phase
condensation during micrometeoroid impacts or the formation of stable metallic oxides.
Our simulations and the recalculation of efficiencies for resonant light scattering show
that models for other species studied are not well constrained by existing
measurements. This fact underlines the need for improved remote and in situ
measurements of the lunar exosphere such as those planned by the Lunar Atmosphere
and Dust Environment Explorer (LADEE) spacecraft. Our simulations of the LADEE
neutral mass spectrometer and visible/ultraviolet spectrometer indicate that LADEE
measurements promise to provide definitive observations or set stringent upper limits
for all regolith-driven exospheric species. We predict that observations by LADEE will
constrain assumed model parameters for the exosphere of the Moon.
Citation: Sarantos, M., R. M. Killen, D. A. Glenar, M. Benna, and T. J. Stubbs (2012), Metallic species, oxygen and silicon in
the lunar exosphere: Upper limits and prospects for LADEE measurements, J. Geophys. Res., 117, A03103,
doi:10.1029/2011JA017044.
1. Introduction
[2] Our Moon is the nearest to Earth example of a Surface
Bounded Exosphere (SBE). To date, only four constituents
from this collisionless atmosphere have been positively iden-
tified: Ar and He that were detected in situ by the neutral mass
spectrometer deployed on the lunar surface by Apollo 17,
and Na and K that were detected by ground-based obser-
vations in the late 1980s and have been extensively studied
since (see review by Stern [1999]). Many more species of
regolith origin are expected to populate the lunar exosphere
given the presence of neutrals such as O, Ca, and Mg in the
similar exospheric environment of Mercury [e.g., Killen
et al., 2007; McClintock et al., 2009]. Pickup ions from
the Moon, such as O+, Si+, Na+ and Al+, were measured by
the AMPTE andWIND spacecraft [Hilchenbach et al., 1992;
Mall et al., 1998]. And more recently, He+, C+, O+, Na+, K+,
and Ar+ were observed above the Moon by the ion mass
spectrometer onboard SELENE (Kaguya) [Yokota et al.,
2009; Tanaka et al., 2009; Saito et al., 2010]. It is still
unclear whether these ions are primarily of exospheric origin
and hence track exospheric abundances, or whether they
contain nonnegligible fluxes of secondary ions sputtered
directly from the surface [Elphic et al., 1991].
[3] Several searches have so far failed to detect other
neutral elements mainly due to the fact that, for many of the
expected species, the strongest emission lines lie in the
ultraviolet (UV) part of the spectrum that cannot be observed
through the Earth’s atmosphere. Nevertheless, published
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upper limits show clearly a nonstoichiometry, or a dis-
proportionality, between the exospheric and the surface
abundances of numerous surface constituents [Fastie et al.,
1973; Feldman and Morrison, 1991; Flynn and Stern,
1996; Stern et al., 1997]. Alkalis are particularly enhanced
in the exosphere. Possible reasons for this trend are (1) that
Na and K are promoted to the gas phase through processes
more efficient than other metals, (2) that losses for other
metals are more efficient than ballistic escape and photo-
ionization would suggest, or (3) both of the above.
[4] Regolith-derived atoms in the lunar exosphere, the
focus of this paper, originate during the bombardment of the
surface by solar photons, solar wind ions and micro-
meteoroids. These processes were reviewed for Mercury by
Killen et al. [2007] and Domingue et al. [2007]. For alkalis,
such as sodium and potassium, the incident solar UV pho-
tons are energetic enough to release atoms in a process
termed photon-stimulated desorption (PSD) [Madey et al.,
1998; Yakshinskiy and Madey, 1999]. For refractory ele-
ments, which are tightly bound in silicate phases, only
energetic processes such as high-speed impacts and sput-
tering by the solar wind can provide the energy needed to
break bonds. Consequently, the concentration of regolith-
derived exospheric species reflects not only their relative
surface abundance but also the ease with which they are
liberated from the regolith. This is dependent on the micro-
meteoroid influx and speed, the amount of regolith vapor-
ized, the average sputtering yield per incident solar wind ion
(which is itself related to the composition of the solar wind),
and other poorly constrained parameters. Loss processes also
control the exospheric content; for instance, many lunar and
hermean surface constituents may be promoted to the gas
phase not only as atoms but also as molecular oxides [Killen
et al., 2005; Killen et al., 2010; Berezhnoy and Klumov,
2008; Berezhnoy, 2010]. If the unknown dissociation life-
times of molecules such as CaO, MgO, TiO are long, then
the fraction of atomic neutrals that are bound in molecules
will not be observed.
[5] The interplay between source and loss processes must
be constrained by models and improved by additional
observations and laboratory experiments. In these three
aspects, sodium is by far the best studied species. Recently,
Sarantos et al. [2010] included results from 20 years of
ground-based sodium exosphere observations, and com-
pared the observed sodium intensity to the prevailing UV
and solar wind environment during the time of the obser-
vation. They found that the measured sodium intensity levels
and their variation with phase angle were consistent with
PSD. The inferred cross sections by Sarantos et al. [2010],
3 – 7  1021 cm2, were somewhat smaller than laboratory-
measured yields for PSD, 3  1020 cm2 [Yakshinskiy and
Madey, 1999], to compensate for expected losses inside the
regolith [Cassidy and Johnson, 2005]. However, the exo-
spheric sodium content was not constant over a lunation but
increased by factors of 2–3 when the Moon was in the solar
wind (high ion flux environment). The apparent solar wind
control of the exospheric sodium could not be attributed to
sputtering if sputtering yields typical of regolith surfaces are
assumed (<0.1 atoms per ion impact). Sarantos et al. [2010]
concluded that the solar wind ions enhance the desorption
process by promoting the diffusion of sodium from regolith
grains, or that they increase sodium levels by sputtering from
heavy solar wind ions like He++. Similar generation pro-
cesses were inferred for Mercury’s exospheric sodium in
recent analyses of ground-based observations [e.g., Mura
et al., 2009; Mouawad et al., 2011] and observations
obtained by the Mercury Surface, Space Environment, Geo-
chemistry, and Ranging (MESSENGER) spacecraft during
its three flybys of the planet [Burger et al., 2010]. In sum-
mary, the sources that create the lunar sodium population
appear to be (in order of importance) (1) ion-augmented
photon-stimulated desorption (PSD), (2) micrometeoroid
impact vaporization, and (3) solar wind sputtering. How
these results translate to the generation of other species
remains speculative at the moment [e.g.,Morgan and Killen,
1997; Wurz et al., 2007; Wurz et al., 2010].
[6] The characterization of the Moon’s exosphere with
measurements from orbit is a prime science objective of
NASA’s Lunar Atmosphere and Dust Environment Explorer
(LADEE) mission. Planned for launch in 2013, LADEE will
examine the lunar exosphere and dust environment with a
payload that consists of a Neutral Mass Spectrometer
(NMS), an Ultraviolet/Visible Spectrometer (UVS), and an
in situ dust detector called the Lunar Dust Experiment
(LDEX). The nominal mission lifetime is planned to be
100 days. While the exact orbit is still to be fully defined,
we assume in this paper that it will be retrograde, equa-
torial, with periapse 25 km above the dawn terminator
and an apoapse 75 km above the dusk terminator. The
scientific objectives of the mission are to be achieved by
measuring known species with spatial and temporal reso-
lution sufficient to investigate the processes that control
their distribution and variability, and by surveying a wide
inventory of possible species to make new detections or to
establish new upper limits [Delory et al., 2009].
[7] To illuminate the existing measurements, help define
expectations for the LADEE mission, and facilitate the
interpretation of expected scientific results, we have carried
out simulations of the production and loss of exospheric
oxygen, silicon, and other metallic species. We have previ-
ously applied a model of exospheric particle transport to
describe the source rates of the lunar sodium exosphere, and
we validated it against ground-based observations [Sarantos
et al., 2010]. The model successfully described several key
observables seen in sodium data: the overall intensity levels,
the subsolar density of 60–70 atoms cm3, and the
increase in scale height from the subsolar region to the ter-
minators and poles. In section 2 we extend this model to
predict exospheric densities for O, Si, Fe, Al, Ti, Ca, Mg, K,
and Mn, compare the model to published upper limits, and
quantify the model uncertainties. In section 3 we estimate
the constraints that the NMS measurements can place on the
production of these species. In section 4 we examine the
expected levels of resonant scattering emission from these
species, and assess whether their detection is affected by the
UVS instrument noise and zodiacal light. The paper con-
cludes in section 5 with a summary of our results, which
show that LADEE measurements can further our present
understanding for many of the species studied because the
expected signal-to-noise ratio will permit us to identify the
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processes and constrain the microphysical parameters (e.g.,
sputtering yields) controlling the supply of lunar gas and its
interaction with the surface.
2. Exospheric Abundances of Species Derived
From the Lunar Surface
2.1. Model of Particle Transport
[8] The production and distribution of lunar exospheric
constituents is modeled with an analytical model of particle
transport in a collision-free exosphere [Hartle, 1971]. The
model, which is a generalization of the Chamberlain [1963]
model for nonuniform “exobase” density and temperature,
uses Liouville’s theorem to compute the normalized density
of neutrals,
n rð Þ ¼
Z
f r; vð Þdv; ð1Þ
given a truncated distribution function defined as:
f r; vð Þ ¼ f0 r0; v0ð Þ  U vr0 > 0ð Þ
 1 U vr < 0ð Þ  U v > vESCð Þf g: ð2Þ
In this equation, the velocity vector, v, at a point, r, in the
exosphere is related to the point (r0, v0) of the surface where
it originates using the constants of motion under gravita-
tional forces. f0 (r0, v0) is the velocity distribution function
of released particles from the surface. Finally, U is a unit
step function that delineates the populated region of phase
space, i.e., the integration limits: (1) particles must originate
from the surface with outward radial velocities, vr0 > 0, and
(2) particles may not return (vr < 0) if they exceed escape
velocity, vESC. It follows from equation (1) that the density
anywhere in the exosphere can be computed with f of
equation (2) provided that f0 is known (section 2.1.1), and
provided that the flux, n0 〈vr 0〉, is set to the surface source
rate (section 2.3).
2.1.1. Sources
[9] As explained in the introductory comments, micro-
meteoroid impact vaporization and sputtering by solar wind
ions are assumed to eject energetic atoms from the lunar
surface. Additionally, UV photons acting upon the top
monolayer of the surface can produce lower energy, but
nonthermal, Na and K atoms. The atoms originate with ini-
tial speeds and directions that are characteristic of the source
process, information that is captured in the assumed form of
the distribution function of released atoms, f0.
[10] 1. For impact vaporization, we assume a spatially
uniform source of micrometeoroids that eject atoms with a
Maxwellian distribution of upward velocities from the surface:
f0 ¼ m=2pKBT0ð Þ3=2e
m
2KBT0
v20 ; ð3Þ
where v0 the ejection speed, m is the mass of a considered
atom,KB is the Boltzmann constant, and T0 3000–5000 K a
“temperature” for ejecta from this process.
[11] 2. For photon-stimulated desorption (PSD), we assume
that the ejected atoms (Na and K) originate from the
dayside, and have a Maxwellian velocity distribution with
T0  1200 K and a dependence on solar zenith angle, c0,
as:
f0 ¼ m=2pKBT0ð Þ3=2 cosc0e
m
2KBT0
v20 : ð4Þ
[12] 3. For sputtering, the energy distribution and direc-
tionality of the ejecta are described by a modified Sigmund-
Thompson function:
f0 ¼ 6Eb
3 8 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃEb=EMaxp
E0
E0 þ Ebð Þ3
1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E0 þ Ebð Þ=EMax
pn o
cos d0;
ð5Þ
where E0 is the ejected energy, Eb the binding energy of an
atom to the surficial grain (e.g., Eb = 2 eV for sodium) and
EMax the maximum energy that can be imparted to the
ejected surficial atoms. For the species studied here EMax is
typically a few hundred eV given the incidence onto the
Moon of 1 keV solar wind protons, but such high ejection
velocities are very improbable since f0 ≈ E02 at high ener-
gies. Due to the effects of soil porosity, the atoms are sput-
tered primarily perpendicular to the surface, with the yield
assumed to reduce as the cosine of the angle, d0, with respect
to the local vertical direction.
2.1.2. Sinks
[13] In our model only single hops are tracked, which
assumes that atoms returning to the surface are adsorbed, or
stick, with unit efficiency and are not rereleased. Losses to
photoionization, computed from cross sections given in the
work of Verner et al. (1996), are insignificant on timescales
of a single ballistic trajectory except for Al atoms, which
have the shortest ionization lifetime (25 min). With this
exception, the primary loss mechanisms in this model are
ballistic escape and recycling to the surface. Although
refractories and K are expected to stick upon striking the
surface, this is a poor assumption for Na for which a few
hops are likely to occur prior to sticking. This is because its
measured sticking coefficient onto SiO2 exhibits a strong
temperature-dependence [Yakshinskiy and Madey, 2005].
Any partially thermalized sodium population due to energy
exchange with the surface is excluded from our model
because mainly high-altitude (≥100 km) observations of the
dayside were used for its validation [Sarantos et al., 2010].
[14] Other possible losses, most notably those relating
to formation of molecular fragments and condensates, are
neglected. Although relevant experiments are lacking,
quenching theory predicts that gas condensation to solid
grains in hypervelocity impacts may be an important loss
process for impact-driven refractories [Berezhnoy and
Klumov, 2008; Berezhnoy, 2010]. For Ca we find clear
evidence of losses that are not included in the model
(section 2.4).
2.2. Assumed Surface Composition
[15] Compositional estimates of the lunar surface are
needed to initialize the model. Samples from four different
types of soils have been brought back from the Moon:
Highland, KREEP, low-Ti and high-Ti Mare soils [Wurz
et al., 2007; Papike et al., 1982; Heiken et al., 1991]. In
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broad terms, the elemental compositions of KREEP and
Mare soils are similar, whereas highlands have more Al and
less Fe, Mg and Ti. The largest elemental variations across
soil types are found for Ti (factor of 10 more abundant in
high-Ti Maria than in highlands), Fe (two to three times less
abundant in highlands), and K (three times more abundant
in KREEP soils). These differences, summarized in Table 1,
introduce the first of many uncertainties in our model esti-
mates. For the estimates provided throughout this paper we
assume a low-Ti Mare soil composition.
2.3. Estimated Source Rates
[16] The vapor production rate by micrometeoroid
impacts, which is a continuous source, was estimated using
the model presented in the work of Morgan and Killen
[1997] and its subsequent improvements [Morgan and
Killen, 1998; Killen et al., 2005]. A brief summary of how
we simulate the physics of vaporization is given in the
Appendix of this paper. The density of meteoroid material
near Earth, an input parameter to the model, is assumed to be
3  10 16 g cm3 for particles smaller than 1 cm [Love and
Brownlee, 1993]. Two other parameters of the model
determine the amount of vapor produced: the material types
of the target and impactor. We have assumed that the impact
parameters of aluminum onto enstatite and the regolith
porosity of 0.5 can describe the interaction of stony-rich
meteoroids with the lunar soil. Requiring impactors with
speeds that exceed 5 km/s to vaporize refractories, the total
vaporization rate for all species at R = 1 AU is Mvap = 1.78
1016 g cm2 s1 from our code. The vapor cloud was
assumed to be stoichiometric, SIV = c Mvap NA/(atomic
weight), where SIV is the production rate per species due
to impact vaporization, c an elemental abundance in the
soil, and NA is Avogadro’s constant. Given a low-Ti
Mare composition, impacts produce an estimated 4 
106 O atoms cm2 s1, while for a species like Mg we
obtain 2.5  105 atoms cm2 s1. The assumed tem-
perature for this source process is T ≈ 3000–5000 K,
close to the experimental values for hypervelocity impacts
[e.g., Eichhorn, 1978]. We have not estimated the fraction
of a given species that may be ejected in molecular form.
Nor do we consider the possibility that some of the products
may be ionized in the vapor plume.
[17] The production rate due to PSD may be estimated by
assuming a sodium surface density s  3  1012 cm2,
a flux Fph  2  1014 cm2 s1 of UV photons (≥5 eV) and
an effective PSD cross section Q  3  1021 cm2
[Yakshinskiy and Madey, 1999]. This results in a source rate,
s  Q  Fph, of 2  106 atoms cm2 s1 at the subsolar
point. This model setup was found to agree within a factor
of 2 with the sodium ground-based observations [Sarantos
et al., 2010]. For potassium we assumed the same effective
PSD yield as sodium. The effective temperature inferred
from the laboratory experiments is T ≈ 1200 K for this
process.
[18] The production rate due to ion sputtering was
obtained by the following assumptions: a sputtering yield
Y = 0.05 per ion impact [e.g., Wurz et al., 2007]; a typical
precipitating flux FSW = 4  108 solar wind ions cm2 s1 ;
and the elemental number abundance, c, of a species of
interest in the regolith (Table 1). These parameters yield a
sputtered flux per species, SSPUTT = cY FSW, that amounts to
1.2  107 O atoms cm2 s1 (1  106 Mg atoms cm2 s1)
at the subsolar point. At other solar zenith angles, c0, this
flux was assumed to decrease as cosc0 due to the increased
angle of solar wind incidence. A small 4 difference
between the solar zenith and solar wind incidence angle that
is due to aberration was neglected.
2.4. Model Results and Comparisons With Existing
Measurements
[19] Model simulations of the expected release processes
for several species are shown in Figures 1 and 2. All pro-
cesses reflect the composition of the lunar surface, but the
rates and velocity distributions are different, meaning that
atoms from each source are distributed differently near and
far from the surface. Within uncertainties in the microme-
teoroid influx and the sputtering yield, which are discussed
at length in section 2.5, impact vaporization and ion sput-
tering are found to contribute approximately equally to the
release of gas over the subsolar region for fluxes typical of
the solar wind at 1 AU. For exospheric refractories the two
sources can be separately constrained in the vicinity of the
Earth’s magnetosphere by measuring the relative increase in
exospheric levels when the Moon is exposed to the solar
wind. Photon-stimulated desorption of Na and K greatly
exceeds release of these two species by impacts and sput-
tering as previously surmised [e.g., Sarantos et al., 2010].
Estimated number densities at LADEE altitudes from this
model, shown in Figure 2, are small and generally less than
the 100 atoms cm3 predicted for O by the combined
action of impacts and the solar wind. The gas densities could
be even lower if formation of stable molecules and/or solids
occurs.
[20] Zenith (vertical) column abundances from the model
are compiled in Table 2, along with available upper limits
from the Moon. Those limits, obtained from lines of sight
tangential to the surface, were converted to zenith column
densities using a Chamberlain [1963] model of uniform
ejection at T = 400 K [Stern, 1999]. The least stringent upper
limit is that for lunar Mg because Hubble Space Telescope
(HST) bright object avoidance constraints did not permit
tangent heights any closer than 2000 km from the surface
[Stern et al., 1997].
Table 1. Assumed Composition of the Lunar Regolith and
Variation Across Soil Typesa
Element
Low-Ti
Mare Soils
High-Ti
Mare Soils
Highland
Soils
KREEP
Soils
O 60.26 60.30 60.82 60.47
Si 17.30 15.86 16.31 17.35
Al 5.56 5.70 10.66 6.48
Mg 5.53 5.70 3.84 5.39
Ca 4.44 4.60 5.92 4.43
Fe 5.85 5.29 1.90 4.47
Ti 0.66 2.01 0.17 0.62
Na 0.26 0.31 0.29 0.44
K 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.19
Mn 0.08 0.07 0.03 0.06
aThe lunar regolith composition assumed for these simulations is that of
Low-Ti Mare soils, and the variation across soil types is the percent of
relative abundance by number. Averages taken from Wurz et al. [2007];
original data from Papike et al. [1982].
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[21] The model predicted ratio of Na/K in the exosphere is
four to five at low altitudes, in agreement with the 6  3 Na/K
abundance ratio obtained from observations [Potter and
Morgan, 1988]. The modeled column abundances for Fe
and Mg are below the upper limits quoted in Table 2, while
those for Al and O approach their upper limits. Modeled Si
and Ti are four to six times above the upper limits, but these
limits were derived from transitions between extremely
excited states (section 4.1). Only Ca is found to be
unquestionably overestimated by our model. The deficiency
Figure 2. Exospheric densities that would be encountered by LADEE along an equatorial orbit
(25  75 km) from impact vaporization (denoted by nearly horizontal dotted lines), sputtering, and photon-
stimulated desorption (for Na and K). The spacecraft location is indicated by both a sub-satellite longitude
(where dawn = 90 and dusk = +90) and by an altitude above the surface (where dawn = 25 km and
dusk = 75 km).
Figure 1. Model predictions of lunar exospheric refractories over the subsolar point.
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of measured Ca most likely implies losses to condensation
and molecular formation that are not included in the model
[Berezhnoy and Klumov, 2008; Berezhnoy, 2010]. Notably,
the predicted Ca sputtered component alone exceeds the
observed upper limits. The mean solar wind flux on the day
of that observation, 30 July 1994 [Flynn and Stern, 1996], was
2.65 108 protons cm2 s1, about half of what we assume in
our baseline model, and the Moon was at quarter phase, clearly
exposed to the solar wind. At these flux levels, the sputtered
model would be consistent with the measurement if we
assumed a sputtering yield of no more than 0.01 ions/s.
[22] In conclusion, clear deviations from a stoichiometric
model (impacts plus sputtering) is seen only in the case of
Ca, which may be ejected in molecular form. For other
undetected species, including oxygen, modeled abundances
are either clearly below published limits, or do not differ
significantly from measured limits given uncertainties in
surface soil abundance, micrometeoritic influx, and sputter-
ing yields. Without further measurements, we may only infer
that the column abundance of refractories to Na and K can
be explained by the effect of PSD, a process that is specific
only to alkalis. Improved spectroscopic observations closer
to the Moon, such as those planned by LADEE, are required
to elucidate the production and loss of these undetected
species of the lunar exosphere.
2.5. Model Uncertainties
[23] Estimates of impact–driven production rates differ by
roughly a factor of 5 because of uncertainties in the physical
properties of the regolith and the impactors, the assumed
micrometeoroid mass flux and velocity, and the method used
to calculate the vapor yields [e.g.,Cintala, 1992;Killen et al.,
2005]. Another estimate of the steady state total vapor flux
for all species at Earth’s Moon is 8.46  1017 g cm2 s1
compared to our rate, 1.78 1016 g cm2 s1 [Bruno et al.,
2006]. Thus, our calculation agrees within a factor of 2 with
other models. Our vapor predictions include the vapor pro-
duced by the volatilization of the impactors but do not
account for the possible enhancements of impact vapor dur-
ing encounters with meteoroid streams.
[24] The sputtering yields of neutrals are highly uncertain
for numerous reasons. We have assumed here a common
sputtering yield of Y = 0.05 atoms per incident ion for all
species to establish a baseline model. This number is gen-
erally in agreement with the results of Wurz et al. [2007],
who included the mineralogy and solar wind energy depen-
dence in TRIM simulations. But solar wind ions can sputter
both atoms and ions from lunar soils with an uncertain par-
titioning. When bombarded with solar wind–like 1–4 keV H+
and He+ ions, lunar soil simulants produced secondary lunar
ions at fluxes of103–104 ions cm2 s1 per species [Elphic
et al., 1991]. The flux of secondary ions was found in that
experiment to anticorrelate with the ionization potential such
that elements with low ionization potential (K+, Na+, Ca+,
Al+) had the highest ion yield. Fluxes of103–104 ions cm2
s1 are only 1% of the neutral production rate assumed for
a given species in our simulation. However, results from
more recent experiments on sodium-bearing silicates appear
to suggest that almost all sputtered Na leaves the surface as
ions, not as neutrals [Dukes et al., 2011]. The same experi-
ment revealed that large fractions of other sputtered species,
like Al and Si, are sputtered off as ions. Hence, it is possible
that species with low ionization potential leave the surface
ionized. If this hypothesis is correct, relatively smaller neutral
sputtering yields should be expected for species such as K,
Na, and Ca, and relatively higher sputtering yields may be
expected for neutral O. Finally, it is unclear to what extent
multiply charged solar wind ions enhance the yield from a
planetary regolith although highly charged ions have been
shown to enhance yields from idealized surfaces [Aumayr
and Winter, 2004; Meyer et al., 2011]. Note that LADEE
will be observing at the Moon during solar maximum.
[25] The most significant uncertainties are losses to
molecular formation and to the formation of solid grains
(condensation) during impacts. Molecules can be produced
in the vapor + liquid + solid phase that follows micromete-
oroid impact [Berezhnoy and Klumov, 2008; Berezhnoy,
2010] and, followed by dissociation, they can produce
high-energy atoms of Mg, Ca, O, as well as other species.
Very energetic Mg and Ca atoms observed in Mercury’s tail
have been attributed to a dissociating molecular source
[Killen et al., 2005; McClintock et al., 2009; Killen et al.,
2010]. We know neither the abundance ratio of atoms ver-
sus molecules of the same species in the vapor cloud, nor the
molecular dissociation lifetime and temperature. Short
molecular lifetimes (≤2 min) and ratios of molecules-to-
Table 2. Modeled Zenith Column Abundances Compared to Known Upper Limits at the Moona
Impact Vapor Model Sputtering Model PSD Model Detectionsb or Upper Limitsc
n0 (cm
3)
Zen.Col.
Abundance
(cm2)
Subsolar
n0 (cm
3)
Subsolar Zen.Col.
Abundance (cm2)
Subsolar
n0 (cm
3)
Subsolar Zen.Col.
Abundance (cm2) n0 (cm
3)
Zen.Col.
Abundance
(cm2)
Na 0.3 2.2E07 0.1 1.4E07 60 1.9E09 67  12 8  3E08
K 0.05 2.9E06 0.03 4.7E06 19 3.5E08 15  3 1.4  0.3E08
Mg 5.5 4.5E08 2.3 2.8E08 — — ≤6000 ≤5.4E10
Ca 3.5 1.7E08 2.6 3.9E08 — — ≤1 ≤5.0E06
Al 4.2 1.8E08 2.4 2.3E08 — — ≤55 ≤4.3E08
Fe 4.1 1.6E08 4.5 7.1E08 — — ≤380 ≤1.3E09
Ti 0.5 2.3E07 0.5 6.6E07 — — ≤1 ≤4.0E06
Si 15.6 1.1E09 7.7 1.1E09 — — ≤48 ≤3.6E08
O 66.3 6.2E09 16.9 1.9E09 — — ≤500 ≤7.4E09
aModeled column abundances were computed out to 1 Hill sphere for the Moon, approximately 35 lunar radii.
bLunar Na and K abundances are from the discovery measurements of Potter and Morgan [1988].
cLimiting Zenith column abundances for unobserved species are Chamberlain fits of limiting tangential column abundances assuming T = 400 K [Stern,
1999].
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atoms of 4:1 must be inferred from modeling of MES-
SENGER observations of Mg if fast atoms in the tail are
produced by dissociating molecules [Sarantos et al., 2011].
But an estimate of the gas-to-solid fraction cannot be made
without measuring the dissociation rate of the putative
molecules in the laboratory. If stable gas molecules form, the
local density of atomic elements driven by impacts is lower
than the best-case estimates because a fraction of the
molecular population returns to the surface before it is dis-
sociated. Refractories condense in the following degree: Al
and Ti > Ca > Si > Mg and Fe. According to quenching
theory, the fraction remaining in the gas phase is ≤1% for Al
and ≤5% for Ca at T ≤4000 K. At even lower temperatures,
T = 3000 K, Si < 1%, and Mg  Fe  5% in the gas phase
[Berezhnoy, 2010]. Na and K do not condense. Because of
these possibilities (condensation plus molecular formation),
the model abundances for refractory elements are probably
upper limits as it was deduced from measured Ca.
3. Neutral Mass Spectroscopy
[26] The neutral mass spectrometer (NMS) onboard
LADEE is based on a variation of the design of the Cassini
Ion and Neutral Mass Spectrometer (INMS) [Waite et al.,
2004]. Although its primary goal is the detection of lunar
volatiles, the instrument will search for the species studied in
this paper using its open source. The NMS open source is
designed specifically to measure wall-reactive species, one
mass-to-charge ratio at a time, and has a relatively narrow
field of view that excludes particles that map into the
instrument with large entry angles relative to its optical axis
[Delory et al., 2009]. Due to the nature of the instrument
design, the detection efficiency is also energy dependent.
A description of this instrument and of its principal specifi-
cations can be found in the INMS calibration paper [Waite
et al., 2004].
3.1. Description of the NMS Measurements
of Refractories
[27] To illustrate how the NMS open source samples
exospheric gases, Figure 3 shows the populated portion of
the velocity space in a Selenocentric system for Oxygen
neutrals at the orbital altitude of 50 km above the subsolar
point. We assume that these Oxygen atoms originate from
the lunar surface with three hypothetical distributions: (1) a
Maxwellian with a temperature of 400 K that describes
Figure 3. (top) Velocity distribution of lunar exospheric particles in the equatorial plane: (a) Oxygen
accommodated to the local surface temperature; (b) oxygen from micrometeoroid impact vaporization;
(c) oxygen from sputtering. (middle and bottom) Based on these three theorized velocity distributions,
the relative fraction of neutrals that map into the open source LADEE NMS (black dot) is shown for
ram (0) and 30 off-ram pointings: (d) and (g) thermal processes; (e) and (h) impacts; (f) and (i) sputter-
ing. Dotted green lines indicate the instrument’s effective field of view. Dotted white (magenta) circles
centered on the spacecraft indicate the fraction of planetary neutrals not measured when the instrument
cut-off energy is 0.2 eV (0.5 eV).
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thermally accommodated ejecta, (2) a Maxwellian with a
temperature of 3000 K that describes impact vaporization;
and (3) a sputtering distribution.
[28] In Figure 3(top), the two-dimensional distribution of
local velocities is shown as a function of radial velocity, vr,
and the projection of the tangential component onto the
plane of the orbit, v8. (The distribution function shown has
been integrated for the out-of-the plane component.) In the
middle and bottom rows, the three-dimensional distribution
function for each of these sources was convolved with a
proxy instrument response for different boresights. The
location of the spacecraft in this frame of reference is
denoted by a black dot. The white space indicates the
envelope of particle trajectories that connect to the surface,
i.e., the limits of integration of equation (1). An instrument
field of view of 20 is depicted by green dotted lines.
Figure 3 relates specific aspects of NMS measurements of
refractories:
[29] 1. For thermally accommodated neutrals (Figure 3a),
the field of view of the open source encompasses a large
fraction of the neutral distribution.
[30] 2. In contrast, for ejecta generated by impact vapori-
zation and sputtering (Figures 3b and 3c), the open source
field of view captures only a small portion of the particle
phase space.
[31] 3. For speeds typical of a lunar orbiter the instrument
overall sensitivity depends critically on its response to
low-energy particles. The dotted white circle around the
spacecraft is the locus of neutral particles that arrive at the
instrument with energies ≤0.2 eV; the dotted magenta circle
encloses particles with energies ≤0.5 eV (in the instrument’s
reference frame). It is clear that in order for the mass spec-
trometer to detect exospheric particles from a T ≤ 3000 K
source, the instrument energy cut-off should be lower than
0.5 eV.
[32] 4. The sensitivity is a function of pointing direc-
tion and temperature. For near–Maxwellian sources point-
ing toward ram is preferable. For directional, high-energy
sources, such as sputtering, very few particles arrive at the
spacecraft with near-zero radial velocity. Therefore, point-
ings larger than 30 from ram (toward nadir) would pro-
vide the best chance for detecting sputtered particles.
3.2. Model Convolution for Refractory Species
With the LADEE NMS Response
[33] In Figure 4 a simplified proxy of the NMS open
source response is convolved with the three-dimensional
velocity distribution function for a number of exospheric
refractories to derive the expected signal levels (counts per
second) for ram pointing as a function of spacecraft location
and source temperature. Based on preliminary instrument
calibration results, we assume a nominal sensitivity of 102
(counts/s) per (particle/cc), an energy cut-off of 0.2 eV
(particles with energies lower than 0.2 eV will not be
detected), and a detector noise level of 0.01 counts/s. Note
that the instrument sensitivity for some species will be better
than assumed here due to their increased electron impact
ionization cross sections.
[34] Assuming high-energy velocity distributions (Figure 4,
left), our calculations indicate that modeled O, Si (impacts)
and Na (PSD) should correspond to signal levels that are near
instrument noise levels, whereas other metallic species are
undetectable. The maximum instrument signal levels were
estimated in Figure 4(right) using the upper limits given in
the work of Stern [1999] with T = 400 K (low-energy dis-
tributions). In that case, all species but Ti are detectable due
to the higher local density and the greater fraction of phase
space that NMS observes for low-temperature sources. Note
that models on the left and right are effectively equivalent in
terms of column abundance (Table 2). Models on the left are
“preferable” because an energetic parent process is required
to vaporize refractories.
Figure 4. Estimated signal levels (c/s) were computed from
the convolution of a LADEE NMS proxy response with
(a) modeled three-dimensional distributions from microme-
teoroid impact vaporization (MIV) and photon-stimulated
desorption (PSD); and (b) modeled upper limits [Stern,
1999] which implicitly assume the accommodation of lunar
exospheric particles to the surface temperature (T = 400 K).
Models on the left and right are equivalent in terms of total
column abundance (Table 2), yet they differ in estimated
counts because for cooler sources the near-surface number
abundance is higher. “Detectability” is taken to be the level
of instrument noise. The calculations exclude particles
which arrive into the instrument with E ≤ 0.2 eV.
Table 3. Fraction of Phase Space Seen by the Open Source
LADEE NMS as a Function of Assumed Source Temperaturea
Element
Fraction
Observed (%)
Density (cm3)
Corresponding
to S/N = 2
Density (cm3)
at Periapse
alt = 25 km
Hot O (3000 K) 1.0 200 63
Cold O (400 K) 5.5 36 412
Hot Si (3000 K) 1.6 125 15
Cold Si (400 K) 10.0 20 34
Hot Na (1200 K) 2.4 83 50
Sputtered O 0.2 1000 14
aThe density corresponding to S/N = 2 was calculated assuming NMS.
Sensitivity = 0.01 (cts/s)/(atoms/cm3) and Noise = 0.01 cts/s; no
transmission of neutrals entering the instrument with E ≤ 0.2 eV is
assumed; Na is shown over the subsolar point (altitude = 50 km);
Sputtering computed for pointing = 30 toward nadir; Else, ram pointing
is shown; “Cold” Si, and O are computed from upper limits [Stern, 1999];
“Hot” Si and O are computed from impact vaporization model; “Hot” Na
from PSD model.
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[35] Should two populations be present, we quantify in
Table 3 the fraction of local density seen by the instrument
as a function of species mass and temperature, and estimate
the minimum density that results in a signal-to-noise ratio
of two. This was given assuming an optimal pointing
direction (30 toward nadir for sputtered species, and ram
pointing for the rest). LADEE NMS can detect O to a limit
of 36 atoms cm3 with its open source, which is less than
the estimated density of cold O at 25 km; therefore LADEE
can answer the question of whether oxygen is hot or not.
No sputtered species can be detected at the assumed levels
of instrument sensitivity because the very small fraction of
phase space seen, 0.2–0.3%, necessitates sputtered densities
exceeding 1000 atoms cm3 for a reasonable signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR). These results are obviously dependent
on the assumed instrument cut-off energies and noise levels
and should be revised as the performance of the actual mass
spectrometer is measured during calibration.
[36] For completeness, we provide estimates for sulfur, a
species of meteoritic origin that should be accessible for
detection using the mass spectrometer’s open source. If an
upper limit of 150 S atoms cm3 at the surface and a
temperature of 400 K are assumed [Stern, 1999], we pre-
dict 1 c/ 10 s at a periapse of 25 km, which should be
detectable by NMS.
4. Ultraviolet-Visible Spectroscopy
4.1. Main Emission Lines and g Values in the UVS
Spectral Range (230–825 nm)
[37] We obtained the g values for the primary Na, K, Mg,
and Ca lines that were recently calculated for Mercury
[Killen et al., 2009] and scaled them to 1 AU for the Moon.
For other species of interest we calculated improved reso-
nance scattering g values (Table 4) that include the effects of
fluorescence [Chamberlain and Hunten, 1987, equation
(6.2.4)]. High-resolution solar flux spectra were obtained
from Kurucz et al. [1984], whereas the oscillator strengths
were obtained from the NIST database [Ralchenko et al.,
2010]. Some of these g values are plotted in Figure 5 as a
function of an atom’s radial velocity with respect to the Sun.
The lines for each species we chose to list in Table 4 are
the ones having the strongest g values. This means they are
generally ground state transitions. We find that some of
the most prominent emission lines of undetected species in
the UVS spectral range, 200 – 800 nm, are: Si (2515 Å,
2517 Å, 2529 Å); Fe (2719 Å, 3720 Å); Al (3944 Å,
3962 Å); and Ti (e.g., 3636 Å, 3983 Å, 3991 Å, 3999 Å, and
many more). The relative ease of detection of a line is also
a function of instrument sensitivity, which is wavelength
dependent and decreases at smaller wavelengths, but not
markedly (see next section).
[38] The following findings must be noted:
[39] 1. The g value for Al (3092 Å) is an order of mag-
nitude less than the Morgan and Killen [1997] value. There
is a deep solar Fraunhofer line nearby and a high-resolution
solar spectrum may not have been available at the time.
[40] 2. The effect of fluorescence (pumping from other
levels) is significant for Si (2515 Å, 2519 Å, 2529 Å) and
Al (3944 Å, 3962 Å) lines. Due to this effect the Al emission
at 3962 Å is twice that of Al at 3944 Å.
[41] 3. The Al and Ti g values show a strong dependence
on radial velocity. This result means that sputtered Al and Ti
atoms (highly directional toward the Sun on the dayside) see
a much larger portion of the solar continuum and will scatter
light much more efficiently than impact-driven atoms from
these species. This effect was not included in our baseline
simulations (sections 4.2 and 4.3), which all assumed a g
value at zero Doppler shift.
[42] 4. Oscillator strengths relating to transition probabil-
ities for Al I lines of Table 4 are given an 18–25% accuracy
in the NIST tables. The oscillator strengths for Si and Ti are
known to 10–25% accuracy.
[43] 5. The Si I line at 3906 Å, on which the upper limit
reported for Si by Flynn and Stern [1996] was based, ori-
ginates from a level 5 eV to a level 6.9 eV above the ground
state. The lower level is not expected to be highly populated,
thus this is not a resonance transition. Likewise, the Ti I
5036 Å line, monitored by Flynn and Stern [1996],
Table 4. Strongest Emission Lines of Regolith-Derived Exospheric
Species in the LADEE UVS Rangea
Species
Wavelength
Vac (Å)
Wavelength
Air (Å) Ei (cm1) g_value
Fe I 2523.608 2522.849 0 4.0E-03
Fe I 2719.833 2719.027 0 7.7E-03
Fe I 3720.99 3719.935 0 6.76E-03
Fe I 3859 3859.91 0 4.57E-03
Al I 3083.048 3082.1529 0 4.87E-03
Al I 3093.6078 3092.7099 112.061 4.68E-03
Al I 3945.1222 3844.0058 0 1.83E-02
Al I 3962.641 3961.520 112.061 3.64E-02
Si I 2507.66 2506.90 77.115 1.66E-03
Si I 2515.08 2514.32 0 2.1E-03
Si I 2516.87 2516.11 223.157 2.4E-03
Si I 2519.96 2519.2 77.115 1.58E-03
Si I 2524.87 2524.1 77.115 1.34E-03
Si I 2529.27 2528.5 223.157 2.60E-03
Ti I 3187.37 3186.451 0 2.95E-02
Ti I 3192.92 3191.99 170.132 2.10E-02
Ti I 3342.84 3341.88 0 2.06E-02
Ti I 3371.41 3370.44 0 2.2 E-02
Ti I 3636.50 3635.46 0 8.73E-02
Ti I 3643.72 3642.68 170.13 5.61 E-02
Ti I 3948.90 3947.77 170.13 5.62E-02
Ti I 3949.79 3948.67 0 5.62E-02
Ti I 3957.46 3956.34 170.13 4.1E-02
Ti I 3959.33 3958.21 386.87 6.0E-02
Ti I 3982.89 3981.76 0 6.78E-02
Ti I 3983.61 3982.48 0 1.80E-02
Ti I 3990.89 3989.76 170.13 6.92E-02
Ti I 3999.77 3998.64 386.87 6.87E-02
Mg I 2852.96 2852.127 0 3.2E-02
Ca I 4226.73 4227.92 0 4.9E-01
Na I 3303.32 3302.37 0 5.41E-04
Na I 3303.93 3302.97 0 5.85E-04
Na I 5891.6 5889.95 0 5.25E-01
Na I 5897.6 5895.92 0 3.07E-01
K I 4045.2 4044.136 0 3.1E-02
K I 4048.4 4047.28 0 1.26E-02
KI 7667.01 7664.89 0 2.76E0
K I 7701.08 7698.96 0 1.94E0
Mn I 2795.64 2794.82 0 2.8E-02
Mn I 2799.09 2798.27 0 2.17E-02
Mn I 2801.89 2801.06 0 1.5E-02
Mn I 4031.90 4030.76 0 1.5E-02
Mn I 4034.21 4033.07 0 1.09E-2
Mn I 4035.63 4034.49 0 7.64E-03
aListed are g values at zero Doppler shift. The range is 2316–8259 Å.
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originates from a highly excited state, and thus unlikely to be
populated.
[44] Assuming thermodynamical equilibrium and correct-
ing for the probability of these excited states to be popu-
lated at T = 3000 K (e.g., from an impact vapor source),
we estimated the g value for Si (3906 Å) to be 7.9  105
and that for Ti (5036 Å) to be 7.53  103. To estimate
upper limits for Si and Ti from measurements, Flynn and
Stern [1996] assumed the g value for Si (3906 Å) to be
5.8  102 and that for Ti (5036 Å) to be 6.8  101.
These findings suggest that there are significant uncertain-
ties associated with the published upper limits for Ti and
Si. Our models of Si and Ti production suggest that column
abundances a few times higher than those inferred by Flynn
and Stern [1996] can be expected for these species.
4.2. Modeled Line Emission
[45] Given these g values, we computed intensities of the
strong emission lines from nine species of interest within the
range of UVS spectral coverage (230–825 nm). Sightlines
for these simulations lie in the equatorial plane and have
low-altitude tangent heights (10–40 km). Figure 6 shows
the known species, Na and K, due to a PSD source. With
anticipated emission of a few kiloRayleighs in their main
lines, the spatial distribution of Na and K can be clearly
observed on the dayside. Hence, the LADEE measurements,
in tandem with models, will constrain not only the source
rates for these species, but also the energy exchange of
exospheric particles with the surface: the sticking and the
thermal accommodation coefficients.
[46] Emission estimates from undetected species at
levels expected from impact vaporization and sputtering
Figure 5. The g values at r = 1 AU are shown as a function of an atom’s velocity (with respect to the
Sun) for the main lines of regolith-derived constituents of the lunar exosphere. For Mg, Ca, K, and Na
lines see Killen et al. [2009].
Figure 6. Modeled intensity for Na and K from a PSD
source for equatorial lines of sight pointing from the space-
craft to the constant tangent altitude of 10 (red) and 40 km
(blue).
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are shown in Figure 7. Assumptions for impact vaporiza-
tion are stated in section 2.3, i.e., total impact vapor rate
of 1.78  1016 g cm2 s1, T = 3000 K, and no con-
densates or molecules for a “best case” estimate. For
sputtering, the common sputter yield of 0.05 atom/ion
and the solar wind flux of 4  108 ions cm2 s1 were
assumed. We also show in Figure 7 the intensity that is
consistent with the published limits from Stern [1999]
using the Chamberlain model of T = 400 K. Our simu-
lations predict that, at stoichiometric levels, emission in the
range of 10–50 R may be expected with this geometry from
many of the species studied here. The line intensity predic-
tions shown in Figure 7 and the anticipated spectral perfor-
mance of the UVS were used to simulate limb measurements
by LADEE (section 4.3). For Ca we used the published upper
limits because the modeled abundances were too high. In our
simulations of UVS measurements we included modeled
lines for Mn, which are not shown in Figure 7.
4.3. UVS Spectral Simulations
[47] The UVS instrument is a modified Czerny-Turner
spectrometer and is nearly identical in design to the Visible
Spectrometer (VSP) on the Lunar Crater Observation and
Sensing Satellite (LCROSS) experiment [Ennico et al.,
2012]. It functions as a fiber-coupled “point” spectrometer
with approximately 1 field-of-view, and it images all
wavelengths onto a CCD array simultaneously, enabling the
detection of trace elements. Measurements of lamp emission
lines during VSP ground calibration showed that spectral
resolution (l/Dl) decreased with wavelength, with average
values for Dl of 0.66, 0.98 and 1.03 nm at wavelengths of
500–600, 400–500 and 300–400 nm, respectively [Ennico
et al., 2010, 2012].
[48] To create each UVS simulation, monochromatic line
radiances were smoothed by convolving with a Gaussian
passband function using a wavelength-dependent width that
conforms to the VSP measurements. This was accomplished
by performing the convolution using a deformed wavelength
coordinate (l′) in whichDl′ is constant, and then remapping
the result back into the original set of wavelength points
[Georgiev et al., 2002]. The blurred spectra were then
resampled at 0.56 nm point spacing which matches the
sampling during tests of the UVS Engineering and Test Unit
(ETU). Finally, Gaussian noise was added at the levels
anticipated for this instrument. The sensitivity of the UVS
ETU has been measured using calibrated incandescent and
UV lamp sources (A. Colaprete, personal communication,
2011). Values of noise equivalent radiance (NER) between
40 and 45 Rayleigh nm1 were measured between400 and
580 nm (we define NER as the radiance of a source that
would produce a signal-to-noise ratio of unity in a 1 s inte-
gration time). Minimum detectable radiance increases
slowly in the UV to 70 R nm1 at 250 nm, although
the UV source calibration loses accuracy shortward of
300 nm. It likewise increases to a value of 150 near the
long wavelength limit of UVS coverage (830 nm). Simula-
tions for longer integration times were created by coaddition,
assuming that the noise follows a Poisson statistical law.
[49] Line detection simulations are presented in Figure 8
as a function of spacecraft location, assuming a constant
tangent height of 10 km and 60 s integration. Each sim-
ulation also shows the line spectrum (shifted downward by
80 R nm1 for clarity) as it would be observed without
instrument noise.
[50] As LADEE approaches orbital sunset, coronal-
zodiacal light (CZL) becomes a significant excess bright-
ness component, because the UVS line-of-sight is aft
pointing and lies within a few degrees of the Sun. The
brightness of CZL at UV-Vis wavelengths close to the Sun
has been quantitatively mapped from lunar orbit during
Apollo 16 coronal photographic sequences [Macqueen et al.
1973] and later using calibrated measurements by the
Clementine Star Tracker cameras [Hahn et al., 2002].
Along the ecliptic equator, brightness diminishes with
increasing solar elongation angle (ɛ) as
CZL ¼ Const ɛ2:450:05 ð6Þ
a result that is valid between 3 to at least 30 in ɛ
[Hahn et al., 2002]. The color of CZL is known from
rocket-borne photometry [Pitz et al., 1979] and photo-
metric measurements made by the Helios spacecraft (see
review by Leinert et al. [1998]) and is mildly reddened
relative to solar irradiance. Combining equation (6) with
the known spectral response of the Clementine Star
Tracker camera [Hahn et al., 2002] and CZL photometry,
one can model [c.f. Stubbs et al., 2010] the spectral radi-
ance of CZL as seen by the UVS. This is shown in the
bottom two panels of Figure 8, where the solar elongation
angle along the line-of-sight is 22 and 12, respectively.
The CZL contribution by itself with instrument noise
omitted is shown shifted upward by 80 R nm1. Zodiacal
light is not an intrinsic noise source, since it can be modeled
and (if needed) removed from the measurements, typically to
a level smaller than the instrument noise. The comparisons
shown in Figure 8 demonstrate that CZL strongly influences
Figure 7. The modeled intensity from impact vaporization
(red) and sputtering (green) for Si, Al, Mg, Fe, Ti, and Ca is
compared to published upper limits [Stern, 1999].
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the detection of lines at small solar elongation angles, but it
diminishes to less than the instrument noise at most space-
craft positions on the dayside, and UVS spectra in that region
can be coadded without such corrections (top panels).
[51] According to our simulations, detections are strictly
controlled by the UVS characteristics (noise and spectral
resolution) at the levels predicted when the Moon is exposed
to both micrometeoroids and the solar wind (≤50 R). For
Figure 8. UVS simulations of spectral emission lines (240–440 nm) at solar azimuth positions along the
LADEE orbital ground track, when the Moon is simultaneously exposed to micrometeoroids and the solar
wind. Integration time = 100 s. The simulations were produced by spectrally convolving line intensity pre-
dictions shown in Figure 7 with a Gaussian blur function that has a wavelength-dependent width and with
expected instrument noise levels, as described in the text. Presently, the noise-equivalent-radiance of
LADEE UVS is not accurately determined shortward of 300 nm, hence our simulations in this spectral
region are based on an extrapolation of the instrument calibration above 300 nm. Noise free spectra are
located below each simulation. With the exception of strong single features from Mg and Ca, observed
emission features are typically the combined intensities of line multiplets with average spacing smaller
than UVS resolution, so they appear as broadened but easily observable features. A single broad (gray)
band is used to represent the six modeled Si lines between 250.8 and 252.9 nm, all of which have compa-
rable intensities. Coronal-zodiacal-light (CZL) is included in these simulations, but it contributes signifi-
cantly only at longer wavelengths and small solar elongation angles, ɛ, as shown by noise-free CZL
models in the last two orbital positions (Figures 8f and 8g).
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lines that lie in the low-noise portion of the UVS range
(>300 nm), emission of 30 R is resolvable with exposures
lasting a minute or less. Some of the Fe lines and the main Si
and Mg lines may be more difficult to observe than assumed
here because of higher UVS noise levels at small wave-
lengths. Many Si lines are blended by the instrument reso-
lution, which increases the chances of detection. The chance
of Mn detection is very low (<1 R predicted). Our models
suggest that, besides Na and K, short UVS exposures will
most strongly constrain the production, loss and spatial dis-
tribution of Al, Ca, and Mg, which could be detectable over
half the dayside with ≤60 s integration. With t ≈ 60 s, Ti, Fe,
and Si, in that order, may be detectable over a limited area of
the dayside when the tangent point lies approximately over
the subsolar point. Such brief integrations will determine the
spatial distribution of neutrals with longitude resolution of
3, enabling us to distinguish among the physical pro-
cesses that result in particle release.
[52] Finally, it is pertinent to ask: what if our exospheric
abundances are overly optimistic? An estimate of the signal-
to-noise ratio, SNR, at different integration times, t (sec),
may be obtained as
SNR ¼ ﬃﬃﬃtp  Line Intensity Rð Þ=Dlð Þ=NER 1 sð Þ; ð7Þ
where Dl is the UVS spectral resolution. Scaled-down
versions of the impact models were used to compute the
exposure time required to achieve a signal-to-noise ratio of
four given the spectral resolution and the assumed NER at
each line (Table 5). These calculations are summarized in
Figure 9, where bars corresponding to the same low-altitude
density across species illustrate that the ease of detection is a
function of g value and instrument sensitivity. This approach
identifies the lowest possible detection limits during the
duration of the mission, and underlines the extent to which
we can separately constrain contributions by impacts and
sputtering by analyzing data obtained when the solar wind is
shielded by Earth’s magnetosphere. For this calculation
science operations for 60 days with a 40% duty cycle for
UVS were assumed. These conservative calculations prove
that UVS can detect regolith-derived exospheric species at
levels at least ten times less than our impact models suggest
if spectra from the whole mission are coadded. Ca can be
easily detected at levels more than 2 orders of magnitude
less than present limits.
5. Summary
[53] A model that simulates the release processes of
micrometeoroid impact vaporization, solar wind sputtering,
and photon–stimulated desorption (for Na and K), was used
to evaluate abundances for a number of exospheric species
originating from the lunar regolith. Our simulations suggest
the following:
[54] 1. The observed nonstoichiometry of exospheric
refractories compared to Na and K levels is mainly attributed
to photon-stimulated desorption of alkalis, and possibly
evidence that Na does not stick to the surface on impact.
[55] 2. Available observations often do not constrain
models. For instance, published limits for Mg, Fe, Al, and
O are comparable to or much exceed the levels that can be
provided by the combined action of meteoroids and the solar
wind (Table 2 and Figure 7).
[56] 3. Modeled Si and Ti column abundances are higher
than published limits by factors of 4 and 6, respectively,
which may be related to our finding that the Si (3906 Å) and
Ti (5036 Å) lines, probed from the ground by Flynn and Stern
[1996], corresponded to excited states that are unlikely to be
populated. A revision of those values may be necessary.
[57] 4. The Ca abundance we calculate is much higher than
the upper limit, a result that we interpret as evidence of loss
processes beyond those due to ballistic escape, adsorption,
and photoionization. A similar overestimate of the expected
Ca brightness was given by the model of Morgan and Killen
[1997]. In our model Ca is found to be 40 times less abun-
dant than the modeled levels due to impacts, implying losses
to a stable molecule or its condensation from gas to solid
states in the vapor cloud with efficiency exceeding 90%
[Berezhnoy, 2010]. Furthermore, Ca is present at quantities
below those predicted by the sputtered component, which
implies that the effective sputtering yield for neutral Ca is
Table 5. LADEE UVS Spectral Parameters That Were Assumed
in Our Simulations
Line NER (R nm1) Dl (nm)
Si 2515 67 1.27
Fe 2719 61 1.21
Mg 2852 55 1.16
Ti 3636 46 0.82
Fe 3720 45 0.76
Al 3962 37 0.72
Ca 4227 34 0.70
Figure 9. Estimated exposure time required to achieve a
UVS signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of four as a function of
assumed low-altitude abundance. The effective operational
time of LADEE UVS was estimated assuming 60 days of
science operations with a 40% duty cycle for UVS. Over
the lifetime of the LADEE mission, levels at least 10 times
less than our micrometeoritic impact vaporization (MIV)
model abundances, and at least 100 less than present limits
for Ca, can be detected by UVS. Limits on Si will be better
than suggested here because of the blending of multiple Si
lines by the instrument (Figure 8). Mn is not detectable at
expected levels.
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0.01 atoms per ion or less. Species with low ionization
potential, such as Ca, Na, K, and Al, may be sputtered off as
ions at the expense of lower neutral sputtering yields [Elphic
et al., 1991; Dukes et al., 2011]. Isotopic ratios of Ca in
lunar grains are inconsistent with sputtering [Kerridge and
Kaplan, 1978].
[58] Using this model, we simulated LADEE measure-
ments for these species with the expectation that deviations
between the model and LADEE data will constrain micro-
physical parameters such as the assumed sputtering yields,
the degree of formation of condensates and molecular con-
stituents, and the energy exchange with the surface. At the
levels predicted by our model, and assuming simplified
instrument characteristics and performance, O and Si from
nominal impact rates as well as Na from PSD should be at
the NMS detectability level. If confirmed, this means that
approximately a factor of 3 to 4 enhancements of impact
vapor during meteor streams (for O and Si) should yield
detectable signals if O and Si produced by impacts are
coming off as neutral atoms. Sodium should also be
detectable by NMS just before the arrival of a solar storm
due to increased UV by solar flares, and also during solar
storms if the PSD efficiency for Na is enhanced twofold
by increased solar wind precipitation [e.g., Sarantos et al.,
2010]. The detection of possible colder ejecta is strictly
controlled by the instrument sensitivity to incoming atoms
in the 0.2–0.5 eV energy range. The exact energy charac-
teristic of the instrument will be measured during calibra-
tion. We finally predict that cold O at levels of 40 atoms
cm3 and S at levels of 20 atoms cm3 can be detected with
a signal-to-noise of two by NMS. Oxygen and sulphur can
be constrained only by NMS because they emit outside the
spectral range of the UVS.
[59] Our simulations for LADEE UVS, based on the
assumption of equatorial sightlines pointing aft and having
low-altitude tangent points (10–40 km), demonstrate that
Na and K will be observed throughout the dayside with
high signal-to-noise ratio except near the terminator, where
Coronal-Zodiacal Light (CZL) and sunlight scattered by
exospheric dust dominate [Stubbs et al., 2010]. While the
influence of exospheric dust away from the terminator is
presently unknown, the effect of CZL on line emission
was shown to be negligible for spacecraft locations up to
60 from the subsolar point; therefore short exposures
can be co-added without CZL removal over extensive
regions of the dayside. Modeled emission levels for other
species in the UVS spectral range were convolved to UVS
resolution with Gaussian noise added at about the level
anticipated for UVS. All species but Mn would be
detectable with short (1 min) integrations over limited
areas of the dayside at levels predicted from impacts and
sputtering, especially during times of Coronal Mass Ejec-
tions. Given the unknown magnitude of sources and los-
ses, lower column abundances were simulated in order to
show that, if spectra from several dayside passes are
coadded, Al, Ca, Mg, and Ti at exospheric densities
exceeding 0.02 atoms cm3 near the surface, and Si and
Fe at densities exceeding 0.5 atoms cm3, will be detect-
able with sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (S/N = 4).
Detectable levels are 1 order of magnitude below
published limits for Ti, more than 2 orders of magnitude
below Ca limits, and at least 1 order of magnitude below
nominal impact-driven models for other species (Table 2).
Appendix A: Notes on the Impact
Vaporization Code
[60] The impact vapor code is described in section 3 of
Morgan and Killen [1998].
[61] The equations used to describe theoretically the
vaporization of the lunar surface are adopted for the planar
impact approximation from Melosh [1989], equations 3.4.1
through 3.4.8 and equations 4.5.2 through 4.5.7. These equa-
tions describe the shock pressures in front and behind the
shock, the compressed and uncompressed densities, veloc-
ities and internal specific energies derived from conserva-
tion of mass, momentum and energy across the discontinuity.
Pressures for shock-induced vaporization and melting are
given in the work of Melosh [1989, p. 44, Table 3.3], for
onset and complete melting and vaporization, respectively,
as a function of the target and impactor material. Although
various materials can be input into the code (iron, alumi-
num, diabase, sandstone, dry sand, dunite), aluminum impac-
tors are chosen as a proxy to stony-rich meteorites.
[62] Two other input parameters to the model are the
delivery rate and velocity distribution of micrometeoroids.
We assumed a mass per unit volume of meteroritic material
near Earth of 3  1016 g cm3 for particles smaller than
1 cm [Love and Brownlee, 1993]. We used equation A8
from Cintala [1992] for the velocity distribution of
micrometeors at the Moon and we assumed that mass and
velocity are decoupled.
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